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IT’S TIME TO RAISE
THE BAR

SMART financial models enable
smart decisions
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We all know a bad spreadsheet when we see one.
They contain black boxes full of messy calculations
and hard coding that make modelling results
confusing, unreliable or simply wrong. It’s easy to
blame Excel for incorrect financial projections, failed
investments and poor decisions. At Corality, we know
different. We believe Excel is an exceptionally powerful
platform for financial forecasting and scenario analysis
if you use it with guiding rules to create transparency,
flexibility and seamless presentation.
That’s why we developed SMART.

Consistent quality, meaningful
comparisons
Working with SMART is like having traffic rules:
common guidelines make drivers cooperate – everyone
is safer and the traffic moves efficiently.
If all your teams use the SMART methodology
consistently, you’ll get positive collaboration,
transparent calculations and drastically reduced model
risk. Your decision makers will be able to compare
financial models for different projects on a like-for-like
basis. Your teams can re-use modules, supporting fast
yet robust development, and your quality assurance
processes will take a fraction of the time.
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A standardised approach to financial modelling
improves the analysis and reduces the risk of error

Transparency
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Flexibility
Flexibility

Presentation
Presentation

SMART GIVES YOU
CONFIDENCE
WHEN IT COUNTS
10 SMART guidelines
SMART has been used in thousands of models produced
by industry professionals around the world. This
handbook highlights the ten guiding principles of
SMART, demonstrating a best practice approach to
financial modelling.

Powerful scenario analysis
To be truly useful, many financial models need to evaluate
different outcomes in a range of business scenarios.
This type of analysis supports complex strategic financial
decisions, where outcomes will be affected, to different
degrees, by a number of drivers. Successful scenario
analysis depends on the underlying model having:
full flexibility in all key drivers, robust timing architecture
and transparent calculation blocks.

Benefits of SMART
Increases confidence in model transparency
Drastically reduces the risk of errors
Creates a consistent, user friendly approach
to modelling
Supports quick and robust scenario analysis
Provides full flexibility for analysts and
decision makers

Global challenges
We know you face challenges...some of which could
include lack of standardisation or best practice,
ambiguous models being prepared, slow or inaccurate
scenario analysis, or inefficient day-to-day work in Excel.
SMART addresses all these factors. It’s the perfect
financial modelling standard for rapid and robust
scenario analysis. SMART gives analysts full flexibility to
addresss any analytical requirement, in any potential
business situation, in their specific indutry sector.
Highly robust, SMART builds a foundation, scaling up
smaller models to enterprise level consolidation while
still maintaining quality.
SMART enables consistent quality and
meaningful comparisons

For more information, visit
www.corality.com/smart

ADOPT
GUIDELINES,
NOT RULES
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Customised analysis can improve analysis

Enable powerful analysis with
full flexibility
Financial models are fundamental for decision
makers that seek commercially insightful
analysis. Creating suitable tools and a culture
fit for robust analysis should be the main
focus when designing guidelines for efficient
financial modelling.
There are several versions of financial
modelling standards that can be seen as too
restrictive, not providing financial modellers
with sufficient freedom to produce powerful
analysis. There is a reason we refer to
SMART financial modelling as “guidelines”,
an “approach”, or “principles”, and rarely as
“standards” or “rules”. While achieving
absolute standardisation can be seen as the
modelling nirvana, we believe that each
situation is different. Many organisations
struggle to meet their client’s expectations
due to the restrictions placed on the
benchmark of their financial models.
SMART has been proven to deliver efficiencies
and improved quality in thousands of
organisations all over the world because of its
ability to adapt to complex situations, rather
than adopting a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach.

Accept exceptions to the rule
Being locked in to an inflexible standard can leave you feeling crippled and
unable to excel in your day-to-day tasks. Exceptions to the rule can and
should happen. As long as you stick to the guidelines, many deviaitons can
enhance the analytical outputs – something a constrained model would be
unable to do. It is okay to break the rules as long as it keeps an overall focus on
transparency, presentation and flexibility across the model.

Period start
Period end
Debt account
Balance B/f
Principal repayment
Balance C/f

USD M
USD M
USD M

31-Dec-13

01-Jan-14
30-Jun-14

01-Jul-14
31-Dec-14

01-Jan-15
30-Jun-15

(313.88)
313.88

313.88
(27.20)
286.68

286.68
(20.83)
265.85

265.85
(30.87)
234.97

Some sections, like an account calculation, benefit from full standardisation

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Focus on the overall spirit of the guidelines – transparency,
flexibility and presentation
Focus on improving the majority of your quality issues first,
then step-by-step you can increase the level of standardisation
Accept the real-life challenges of tight deadlines, creative
needs and technical constraints
Accept compromises but never compromise transparency
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400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000

THINK ABOUT
THE END USER

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

(100,000)
(200,000)
(300,000)
(400,000)

Higher investment - More risk
400,000
300,000

Create a user friendly,
transparent model

200,000

A wide ranging audience, from business
analysts and administrators, right up to a
board of directors use Excel for financial
modelling and analysis. Having a broad
group of users gives you the responsibility
to ensure that the model is suitable in
meeting the requirements of all the
stakeholders involved.

(100,000)

Before you start building a model,
ask yourself the question – “If I received
this model, what would I want to see?”
Focus on creating model elements
that are transparent and easy
to understand.

100,000
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

(200,000)
(300,000)
(400,000)

Lower investment - Less risk

Prepare for senior decision makers to be involved
With increasing complexity in the finance sector, it is now common practice
for CEOs, CFOs, investment officers and board members to take more of a
hands-on role in using financial models. By creating a tailored summary,
you will be able to effectively communicate the findings to senior decision
makers. As decision makers become more involved, models built with an
intuitive structure will allow them to spend less time asking how the model
works, and more time analysing the results.

Tailor all models to the intended user group, including future users

TIPS FOR
SUCCESS

Give non-technical users instructions on how to use the model
Prepare an executive summary tailored to the decision makers
Create a transparent model that non-technical people can easily use

03
FOCUS ON
CONSISTENCY
Drive spreadsheet best
practice with exceptional
financial modelling
The saying goes that you shouldn’t judge a
book by its cover, because the cover picture
rarely reflects the quality of the text. In a
financial modelling context, this does not
apply. You absolutely can judge a model
by its ‘cover’. The ‘cover’ (layout, structure
and sheet presentation) has a significant
impact in the robustness of the
financial model.
The adage in financial modelling should be
“if it’s a mess, it’s likely to have errors”. The
risk of errors is especially prevalent when a
model has been worked on by multiple people.
Poor structure and presentation is usually a
sign that varying methodologies have been
used. All models should follow a standardised
structure and framework. To avoid reinventing
the wheel, use starting templates created by
your organisation.
An improved focus on transparency, and a
standardised structure, will result in better
financial models. Errors will be easier to find
and models will generally be built stronger.
Transparent models mean that senior decision makers are more involved, and therefore
make a greater impact with the findings.
Example of a well-structured calculation
sheet with clear labels, units and calculation
blocks

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Ensure that financial models within your organisation follow a
standardised structure and framework
Don’t reinvent the wheel - Your organisation has starting
templates for individuals to use for a reason
Make every single calculation a step that is clear and intuitive
Every model has a structure and presentation which fills
a first time user with confidence

Gain organisational agreement on best practice
Presentation and structure in a financial model is highly correlated with a
logical and intuitive flow of information. Our minds are trained to recognise
patterns. At a subconscious level, we look for a level of consistency and
standardisation in the way a model has been developed to help us
understand how it works. By using a series of clear and intuitive steps
from a single methodology, you will receive a high level of confidence in the
model’s results.

04
KEEP IT
SIMPLE

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Aim for simplicity and transparency – avoid confusing
others with Excel black magic

Break down complexity into
small, simple components
At times, it may be tempting to create long
and complex formulas (a.k.a., Excel black magic)
as they can seem like the only option when
dealing with challenging structures. If you relate
to this, then we have bad news for you.
Unfortunately, not only are long formulas prone
to error, they become incredibly difficult to
decipher once a model grows to a certain point.
Instead of exhibiting bad modelling
practice - keep it simple! Focus on developing
clear and transparent models and demonstrate
that you understand the full logic by breaking
calculations into easy-to-follow steps. Use
simple formulae that accomodate less than
half the length of Excel’s forumula bar.
By simplifying calculations, you are helping
others to better understand any
commercial implications.

Prepare to share
In certain sectors, models can hang around
for more than 30 years. It is inevitable that
the financial model will change ownership
throughout its life. The responsibility for
accuracy should be shared between a number
of people – not just the creator of the original
model. To minimise challenges with shared
ownership, the model needs to be clear
enough for others to use.

Be prepared to share ownership of the financial model
=IF(Q267=0,01IF(AND(Inputs!$F$263>Q391>0,Q521>0)ROUND(MIN(Q2

Ban formulae longer than half the size of the formula bar
45+Q247+Q248,Q521),1),IF(AND(Inputs!$F$246>Q429,0,Q521>0),ROUN
D(MIN(Q245+Q248,Q521),1)IF(AND(Inputs!$F$265>Q445,Q445>0,Q521
>0),ROUND(MIN(Q245+Q247+Q248,Q521),1),0))))

Before: The above formula has many parts and embedded IF statements.
=IF(Q267=0,01IF(AND(Inputs!$F$263>Q391>0,Q521>0)ROUND(MIN(Q2
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Cash Sweep
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DSCR (12 Mths Look back )
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2 Mth(s)
1.50x
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J67 = IF(AND(J119>0,$E67>J119),1,0)*J16
J68 = IF(AND(J144>0,$E68>J144),1,0)*J16

05
USE AN
INTUITIVE
STRUCTURE

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Set up calculations to work in the way people would normally
expect them
Work from top to bottom and left to right to avoid confusion

Make no room for surprises
When you build a model in Excel, you
want others to understand your process
quickly. By using easy presentation
techniques and designing simple
calculations, that show a model’s
workings step-by-step, you can minimise
excessive time others use to learn how
it works. The less time users spend
learning how the model works, means
they can spend more time on analysis and
deriving insights from the model.
A structure that is well presented and
applied consistently will help your users
to understand your model quickly. Model
risk is reduced when other users can
quickly see the logic and are able to
effectively think about the big picture,
before jumping into the details.

A clear input structure guides a user
of the model, which avoids
misunderstandings and frustration

Arrange the worksheets to represent inputs, calculations and
outputs intuitively

Top-down, left-to-right
We are accustomed to reading from top-to-bottom, left-to-right. To enhance
the flow of a model and make it more intuitive, it is best to avoid calculations
that jump around from line to line in a obsure pattern. Confusion is easily
avoided by bringing inputs next to the calculation so that they are visible
on the screen. This layout will also reduce the risk of making modelling
errors. Alternatively, setting out calculations from ‘start’ to ‘finish’ will
help users follow your logic. Even simply arranging worksheets in ordered
colours to represent inputs, calculations and outputs will result in a more
intuitive model.

06
COMMUNICATE
A STORY

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Prepare a summary sheet tailored to your audience

Provide context to the model

Focus on the big picture to provide context for users

Occasionally, you come across a really
great book that you are unable to put
down. When you are building a model,
you should consider yourself the author
of that book. Take your users on a well
thought out journey that naturally flows
from the calculation block, to the next
section, and on to the next worksheet.

Illustrate commerical highlights with graphic visualisation

It is important to remember that model
users will not always have the same
context as you (the model developer).
As a model developer, you need to
ensure that you provide context into a
model through presentation and layout.
Providing context helps to convey your
thoughts to the model users. Avoid
concentrating on the details and instead
focus on the big picture. If the user can
understand the conceptual story behind
your model, it will enhance their ability to
make sound decisions with ease.

Develop scenario fundamentals for strategic/financial outcomes

Ensure you send a balanced message
The way in which information is presented in Excel is crucial. Don’t
underestimate the value that intuitive presentation and powerful charts
can add to your story. A simple, neatly presented, step-by-step approach
will be much faster to interpret than a complicated formula. Likewise, a
well-designed chart will quickly provide a visual summary of a large
information table. The trick, to ensure you provide a powerful story, is the
ability
to strike the correct balance between the desire to capture as much
Scenario manager
information
as possible
(which
can make it difficult to follow) and the intuitive
Selection
Selected case
Case
1
nature of a chart, intended to keep things simple and easy to read. One way
Live
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
of doing this is to use charts with only Generation
one axis,Efficiency
and splitting complex
items
Combined
Base case of
Base
case down them
down
Price down down
Upside
across several charts instead
combining
together.
Y*(1+X%)

-

-

Efficiency

Y%+X%

-

-

Price path

Selection

Base case

Base case

Price flex

Y*(1+X%)

-

-

Generation

(5.00%)

(2.00%)

(5.00%)

5.00%
2.00%

Base case

Base case

Base case

(10.00%)

(5.00%)

5.00%

(2.00%)
Base case

Base case

Scenario data table
Case

Scenario data tables containing critical
decision support

Equity IRR

Equity NPV

Min. DSCR

LLCR@COD

Base case

16.50%

5.24

21.83%

14.98

2.30x

2.31x

01. Base case
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21.83%
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2.30x

2.31x

02. Generation down

15.06%

0.19

19.60%

9.93

2.16x

2.17x

03. Efficiency down
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2.26x

04. Price down
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05. Combined down
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3.20

1.97x

1.99x

06. Upside

19.95%

17.95

27.18%

27.69

2.65x

2.67x

Project IRR Project NPV

07
INCORPORATE
POWERFUL
ANALYSIS

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Ensure you have the key drivers to rigorously test your outcomes

Incorporate scenario
management tools
The best models come full of tools to
answer important questions. Being able
to get the answers to questions quickly
and efficiently is key to reducing the
stress in a live deal environment, where
accuracy under pressure is critical.
Financial models need to be capable of
dealing with rapidly changing inputs
and scenarios.
A good model framework will let you run
sensitivities on your key model drivers.
You will want a structure that allows you
to run scenarios with a flick of a switch,
so that you can spend more time
focusing on delivering accurate answers,
and less time stressing over model
inputs. Better yet, incorporate a
framework to run all of your scenarios
simultaneously and have all of the
answers, all of the time. These are the
tools that will save you time and avoid
the risk of errors when your transactions
and your models are under pressure.

Have a framework to simultaneously analyse multiple scenarios
Use simple, well documented VBA to get the results you need

Keep the ‘basic’ in Visual Basic
To avoid turning your model into a black box, you should design models that
don’t require macros (i.e., VBA) to operate. You can often avoid the use of
macros by thinking about a problem differently – changing the order in which
you run a calculation, or drawing on some simple algebra to rearrange the
solution. However, when you run into a problem that can’t be solved easily,
a simple macro can often be the answer you need. If you do need to use one,
just remember that a SMART macro is a simple, well documented macro.

Scenario manager
Selected case

Selection

Case 1
Live

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3
Efficiency
down

Base case

Base case

Generation
down
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Scenario data table
Case

Equity IRR

Equity NPV

Min. DSCR

LLCR@COD

Base case

16.50%

5.24

21.83%

14.98

2.30x

2.31x

01. Base case

16.50%

5.24

21.83%

14.98

2.30x

2.31x

Project IRR Project NPV

Powerful data
analysis
test all
2.17x
2.16x simultaneously
9.93outcomes
15.06%
0.19that can
19.60%

02. Generation down
03. Efficiency down

15.91%

3.16

20.92%

12.90

2.24x

2.26x

04. Price down

13.52%

(4.98)

17.24%

4.75

2.02x

2.03x

05. Combined down

13.05%

(6.54)

16.52%

3.20

1.97x

1.99x

06. Upside

19.95%

17.95

27.18%

27.69

2.65x

2.67x
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Incorporate spare capacity for new inputs to avoid having to
make model changes
Build sections in modules that can be flexibly adapted and
modified
Ensure that future stakeholders are considered in developing
your structure

BUILD FOR
THE FUTURE
Anticipate tomorrow’s
needs today in your
financial model
The best financial model is a flexible one,
capable of adapting to a changing
business and new circumstances. Within
reason, a model should be built around
foreseeable needs, to reduce any
structural changes that need to be made.
As the need for modifications often arise
under time pressure, having the option to
‘switch on’ unused functionality that has
been pre-built into a model will reduce
the risk of introducing errors when
making updates.
To “future proof” models, there are a
number of elements a modeller can
consider. At the simplest level, including
additional rows for ‘spare’ categories of
revenues and costs can provide an easy
way to expand the number of inputs
without requiring calculation
adjustments. Having additional facilities
for possible or proposed sources of
funding will allow variations in
assumptions to be easily applied, and for
scenarios to be conveniently run.

Leave instructions for current and future users to understand
how the model works

Categories
Development costs
Turbine constructon

AUD M

60.00

EPC management

AUD M

5.00

Civil works

AUD M

10.00

Electrical

AUD M

4.00

Wind monitoring

AUD M

3.00

Spare

AUD M

-

Spare

AUD M

-

Total

AUD M

82.00

Spare categories allow inputs to be easily updated without making changes

Consider who will be using the financial model in
the future
The current users of a spreadsheet will not always be reflective of future
users. Management can change, employees can come and go, and models can
be passed around between teams and organisations as new stakeholders
get involved. Rather than building purely with the current team in mind, think
about who might need to use the model in the future, and ensure they
understand how it works and how to meet their future needs.

Senior Debt
Debt Limit

AUD M

Cons

Period
Margin

% p.a.

Financing Fees

Build in the flexibility to easily switch
on key functionality before it’s required

-

3.00

Upfront Fee

% Facility

1.00%

Commitment Fee

% Margin

50.00%

Commitment Fee

% p.a.

-

Op Yr 1 Op Yr 2 Op Yr 3 Op Yr 4+
-

-

-

-
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KEEP THE
MODEL NEAT
Strike a balance between
flexibility and being concise
The previous guideline looked at the need
to maintain flexibility to meet future needs
in a effective financial model. To achieve this,
modellers can start with a template that is
all-encompassing, incorporating every likely
and unlikely feature that they could ever
dream of. For a simple forecasting task, this
may result in an overcomplicated model that
is harder to understand and masks potential
errors in unused functionality. To reduce the
risk of mistakes, the best approach is to keep
it simple and neat, and to only include
formulas that you actually need.
Every calculation in Excel will slow down the
speed of the model, whether it is being used
or not. Instead of starting from oversized
templates, keep the model neat by starting
from a simple template of styles and core
functionality, and add sections that you
think will be useful. This will ensure that files
are only as big as they need to be, and will
improve the speed of using the model.

Use effective charts and summaries
A challenge in presenting a model effectively is providing information in a
concise format that is also accessible to users. Charts and graphs should
be intuitive and provide users with a one-glance understanding of the table
of data that it represents. A chart that contains numerous layers of
information on multiple axes is more likely to confuse, instead of
summarise and clarify. Keeping visual images well desinged yet simple,
will ensure the message is clear.

A neat chart provides intuitive, easy-to-read information

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Remove sections that you know will not be used in the future
Group calculations in a logical manner that helps users
Improve model speed and performance by removing unused
calculations
Avoid confusing and irrelevant charts

10
MAKE IT EASY
TO FIND
ERRORS

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Incorporate checks and balances to ensure that model results
are within expected tolerances
Keep error checks visible at all times
Keep your calculations simple in order to easily spot errors
Build your models using a consistent structure and methodolgy

Build model integrity checks
Error free models are rare. That’s why
building models that are simple and
consistent is critical. It is much easier
to find, and fix errors if models are built
with simplicity and consistency in
mind. By using step-by-step
calculations, the logical flow can be
easily followed. This process makes it
easier and faster for all users to identify
errors that lead to incorrect numbers.
To ensure model integrity, the ideal
approach is to create automated checks
that consistently test the model for
errors. Build integrity checks to ensure
that critical outcomes – such as
having a balance sheet that balances and
percentages that add up to 100% – are
maintained throughout your model and
checked at all times. Place the output
of these error checks in the top left
hand side of your model screen so that
they are always visible. Having the error
checks constantly visible will ensure
that you have real-time updates on the
integrity of your inputs and calculations,
once again reducing error risk.

Follow a set of modelling guidelines and ensure stakeholders
are trained appropriately

Follow a set of modelling guidelines
You have made it to the final SMART Guideline in our series, so you now
understand the importance of adopting a set of best practice modelling
guidelines and sticking to them. Share the guidelines with your colleagues to
benefit from a single methodology used across your team. A standardised
approach will ensure that the whole team builds transparent, intuitive, and
easy to check and update models. Most importantly, guidelines will give you
the confidence to spend less time reviewing, due to the transparent
nature of the model, and more time focused on deriving insights and
conducting analysis useful for your organisation.

Fail

Keep your checks visible to allow for real-time updates on model integrity

SMART.
CONFIDENCE
WHEN IT COUNTS

Visit the SMART CAMPUS.
A gateway to industry leading financial modelling blogs and tutorials.
www.corality.com/training/campus
We are dedicated to exceptional financial modelling. Our commitment is to sharing best practice tips and techniques,
through step-by-step tutorials following our SMART best practice methodology and insightful blogs, so your financial
models give you confidence when it counts.

DEDICATED TO EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL MODELLING
Corality Financial Group is dedicated to exceptional financial modelling. With
experience engaging clients in over 40 countries, our world-class service delivers
confidence when it counts, through leading consulting practices, exceptional
analytical capabilities and industry-specific experience.
We lead the world in financial modelling and forecasting, helping our clients with
investments, financial transactions, strategic planning and operational analysis. Our
team, with demonstrated global knowledge, offers you a 24-hour working window
without compromise, available to work with you wherever you are.

CONTACT US
AFRICA
+27 10 500 1842
AMERICAS
+1 646 432 0337
ASIA PACIFIC
+65 6440 8803
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND
+61 2 9222 9222
EUROPE
+44 20 7947 4019
MIDDLE EAST
+973 1619 5152

For more information about Corality, visit
WWW.CORALITY.COM
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